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Abstract. Modeling social action in multi-agent systems asks for modeling of
internal states of other agents. Where communication does not suffice to transfer
the necessary information to determine these states, generic sets of expectations
for behavior and competences are in demand. We introduce a localized, functional notion of roles that act as these sets of expectations. We discuss the identification of formal and practical roles in organizational structures and give an
example where this role concept has been put to use.

1. Introduction
Multi-agent Systems offer the opportunity to model organizational
courses with heterogeneous goals by the integration of heterogeneous
agents (i.e. agents that pursue partially contradictory goals). The notion
FRRSHUDWLRQRIDJHQWV may be replaced by the more accurate term LQWHU
DFWLRQ or – more general – by LQWHUIHUHQFH. Agents and actors can have
positive as well as negative interference. It is not decisive for the functionality of a whole system that local goals of single agents or actors are
completely congruent but that the activity of individual components is
coordinated with respect to the behaviour of the whole system. (An
example of negative interference is the limitation of access rights
within a computer network, which may pose a negative interference
towards a user trying to access classified data, but is eventually beneficial for the functionality of the system as a whole.)
In cooperative environments, where several agents and actors have
common goals, VRFLDO DFWLRQ must be distinguished from MRLQWDFWLRQ A
social action means an action which is directed by a goal that is related
to the mind of another agent. Consequently, social agents demand models of each other representing inner states (EHOLHIV), goals (GHVLUHV) and
action decisions (LQWHQWLRQV) [Castelfranchi 98].

Instead of the concept of acquaintance between actors we consider the
concept of the position of actors in organizational connections. The
positional concept asks for generic sets of expectations of the behavior
and competencies from one agent/actor to another. This is where our
concept of local roles comes into play, where roles are defined by position, personality and interaction situation. Roles are not independent of
the sociological structure or environment where they evolve. In our
considerations we restrict to organizations. In sociological organizational theory the phenomenon of organizations is well discussed. In
formalizing the occurrence of roles in organizations we will follow the
sociological context of Giddens [Giddens 88] who investigated acting
in social structures and Ortmann [Ortmann et.al. 90], [Ortmann 95]
who considered formal relations in organizations.
In Sociology the concept of roles and role theory goes back to the Fifties, see [Merton 57], [Dahrendorf 67]. With the deeper investigation of
Multi-Agent-Systems in the sense of simulation of human behaviour by
artificial actors leading to hybrid systems the concept of roles has got a
renaissance. Nowadays sociologists as well as computer scientists use
this term as a bridge in common interdisciplinary work
[Odell/Parunak/Bauer 00], [Schimank 00], [Parunak/Odell 01].
The delegation of action competence to other agents or actors is an instance of social action. The necessary differentiation of the model of
other agents is derived from the grade of delegation (only executive or
independent), the level of delegation (domain dependent or higher control) and the complexity of the interaction situation.
2. A role concept for the construction of social agents
From the point of view of socionics, social behavior of agents is vital
for modeling the complete bandwidth of interaction in real organizations. To that end, both position dependent and personality dependent
aspects of an actor are modeled. In the following, we introduce a model
for the construction of social behavior of agents which is oriented on
the conceptual range of the sociologist H. Geller [Geller 94].

An agent may fulfill several roles, each determined by the agents defined position and current personality structure. A position defines how
the actor fits in the organized social system or a hybrid multi-agent
system. It establishes the competencies of the actor, including necessary
qualifications and access rights. The dependencies to other actors, e.g.
derived from a division of labor, are part of the definition of the partners involved in mutual interactions. Division of labor is not only carried out under the aspect of the position of an actor but based on personality and position which characterize the role concept.
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Figure1: Personality, Position and Role

A role becomes a kind of “interface” to the environment. Between individual agents and actors, interaction takes place in the course of the
execution of the according roles.
The establishment of exact protocols is not required for each interaction. Instead, the behavior and action scope of the agents vary with respect to ‘personality’, position and the tasks that are given by the interaction situation. ‘Personality’ refers here to a set of typical motivations
and strategies of an agent or actor, that is pursued independently of the
position given by the organized social system.

A flexibility in the role that is adopted at a given moment allows for
multiple modes of interaction. In this case, however, role changes have
to be known to the agents taking part in the interaction. This can happen by communication, observation or by a triggering through external
(environmental) signals available to both agents.
Furthermore, the interaction history may influence the current interaction; (obviously) by changing of the interaction situation, but also by
adaptations that are reflected in the ‘personality’ of the agent. By variation of the personality type, different behavior strategies can be evaluated and consequently adopted in later interaction situations. Thus, an
agent may undergo a learning process and also indirectly influence interactions of other actors by changing its role.
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Figure 2: Learning as part of an interaction process

Internal organizational structures evolve by the social and functional
differentiation of roles in complex organizations. This leads to the formation of groups, where these roles can appear temporary as well as
long-lasting. Groups are defined by the roles they involve and vice

versa. A group consists of a number of actors which occupy various
roles inside the group.
With respect to the organizational roles of groups, roles may not be
identified only at the level of individual agents, but may enclose the
interaction of whole groups.
5ROHVDVPRGHOLQJWRROV

While roles tend to be seen in observational terms, as tools for the
specification and evaluation of systems [Kendall 98], their true importance for the implementation of MAS lies in providing models of other
agents for distributed action. If interaction situations become too complex to communicate all relevant internal states between agents (or
where this is not practical), roles may provide generic sets of expectations for behavior and competence.
In existing hybrid MAS, this modeling is usually highly asymmetrical
between artificial agents and human actors, and for good reason. The
nature of tasks delegated from humans to the artificial agents is usually
only executive, with control tasks being the domain of individual humans. Furthermore, it is often not reasonable to have the system adapt
to individual human users beyond customization of the user interface,
as this may lead to inequalities in the treatment of the users. Consequently, the role of the human actors is in most cases defined by access
rights and interface only.
On the other hand, task delegation from humans to technical system
demands clear mental models of individual components of the system.
These models do not need to be technically adequate, but functional
adequacy is crucial (a typical example for this is the desktop metaphor
of contemporary PC operating systems). Where humans interact with
agents within MAS, these agents have to appear transparent and consistent in their behavior and the tasks they fulfill. This condition leads
to more differentiated roles than the alternate direction (from agents to
human actors).

Where only artificial agents interact with each other, the complexity of
roles is not hampered by transparency or equality constraints.
Here, roles are determined by the communication constraint (the inability to communicate all internal states in a given interaction situation)
and the complexity of the delegated task.

4. Organizational structures and roles

When speaking about roles in organizations it is necessary first to analyse the structure of organizations. Organizations are highly complex
social objects that have external influence in being part of society and
standing in relation to other ones (after their origin) as well as internal
mechanisms responsible for the reproduction and evolution of them. In
our considerations we focus to the internal structure and abstract from a
special organizational type like hierarchy or flat network.
Organizations can characterized by five kinds of internal structural
views, which are the
•
•
•
•
•

formal
communication
knowledge
authority and
competition

structure. A real organization will have specific forms in each of these
sub-structures. For example, a hospital is formal a strict hierarchical
institution, but communication takes place criss-cross and sometimes
there is more authority practiced by a nurse than by a doctor.
Depending on pre-defined structural properties of organizations a variety of special positions is offered. As an instance, in universities these
are in the science sector professor, scientific collaborator, student and
others. Each of these positions is described by a number of rules what

holders are allowed to do or not – authority-, what they have to know –
knowledge-, with whom they have to communicate, stand in competition and what formal rights they have.
As owner of a position in an organization an actor get a formal role.
Actors in formal roles are exchangeable when they only take the (formal) role. But humans have a personality. For that reason they will always make a role bringing in their creativity [Schimank 00]. This individual part of a role we call the practical role.
Formal roles are equipped with the entry to accessory resources. These
could be economic ones like money ore organizational ones like the
authority to issue directives.
The investigation of the different types of resources in organizations
leads to Bourdieus capital theory [Bourdieu 85]. He distinguishes five
capital sorts which correspond to the five mentioned organizational
sub-structures (see table below).

Organizational sub-structure
formal
communication
knowledge
authority
competition

Capital type
organizational
social
cultural
symbolic
economic

Table 1. Correspondence between organizational sub-structures and capital types

When humans are acting in a complete role (formal and practical) these
acts are dealing with organizational and individual ressources belonging to different capital types. Modeling of formal roles in a computational manner can be done by transforming organizational structures
e.g. into sets of rules. The accessory resources can be represented by a
suitable object description. The formal part of a role can a serve as a
basic set the expectations of the behavior and competencies what agents
or actors have about another in this role.

Modeling personality of agents in their individual or practical roles as
the social component can implemented in a set of acting and negotiation strategies (egoistic, giving in, ..). This part of agents behaviour is
not known a priori by the concerned participants of a MAS. But during
interaction they have the possibility to recognize it by a learning process (see Figure 2).
5. The model in UML notation

There are two types of knowledge of agents. Each agent knows its organizational and its dispositional conditions. The word “agent” in the
following is replaced by “actor”, the used concepts are legally in general for agents and real actors.
The organizational knowledge of an actor

The organizational knowledge of an actor is shown in figure 3. The
definitions we use referencing [Esser 00].
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Figure 3: Organizational Knowledge of an actor

The organizational knowledge of an actor consists of four parts. The
first part is its organizational potential, its set of positions defined as a
contract to the other actors. It configures its rights, duties, to-do-tasks
and the available capital. The whole set of positions an actor fulfills its
defined as its position-set. A position is a functional fixed place in the
society. A role set is a set of separate roles systematically connected by
one position. The other actors of this society expect their fulfillment. So
the role sets of an agent are the second part of its organizational knowledge, which are results because of the position distribution. In the same
way (as role sets) we describe the expectations of one agent to the others. A role set defines the formal roles of an actor that concretely described with rights, obligations, tasks and necessary knowledge in public role specifications.

These formal roles allow the access to options of actions in the society.
Relations of roles are reciprocally relationships between actors defined
by role expectations. A basic relation of roles is the relation of a pair of
roles, consisting of two actors in two roles in determined type.
The fourth part of organizational knowledge is the history of (inter)actions of this actor (sometimes called social knowledge) with a
special view to the situations, indicated by their spatial and temporary
conditions, interacting actors and factual aspects. The facts of situations
are the learning material of actors for adapting their behavior, evaluating the experiences in different situations.
The personality of an actor

In addition to the organizational knowledge each actor proceeds of its
individual dispositions (see figure 4) – its personality.
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Figure 4: Dispositional Knowledge of an actor

The dispositional knowledge of an actor describes its individual preferences referring to actions and capital. Each actor uses a basic set of
weights to decide which action in which situation it performs. The conditioning weights are principal forming the “character” of an actor.

They show its tendencies for using determined cooperation patterns and
negotiation protocols and the degree of personal benefit an actor expects in summary of actions for itself. The weights of capitals give an
orientation of the ambitions of an actor to get the different types of
capital (see chapter 3). Indepent of the roles an actor fulfills it has its
usable basic capital, e.g. qualifications.
6. Roles in ChariTime - a Multi-agent system for appointment
management
Our application scenario ChariTime is a multi-agent system for appointment scheduling in a large hospital, we presented it in an extended
manner in MASHO-Workshop on ECAI2000.
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Figure 5: Domain of an agent and relationships between organizational units

In ChariTime an agent stands in for the interests of organizational units,
persons (here patients) or departments (here diagnostic units). On the
basis of the responsibility of agents for real organizational units in different roles they must actively supervise environmental conditions in
the system.

So there is a common public knowledge about the roles of agents and
the relations between their corresponding organizational units (see figure 5).
The concrete roles of an agent in ChariTime are defined in the setting
of an organizational unit by specifying its properties (IsProvider, IsClient and so on). The following example explains the role of a service
provider (property ,V3URYLGHU is true). The illustration (figure 6) shows,
which data are necessary and how they are mirrored into the object
model.
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Figure 6: Knowledge for the role of a service provider in ChariTime

The provider of a service has knowledge about the whole spectrum of
its available services (3URYLGHU$YDLODEOH6HUYLFHV) including their AverageDuration (H[HFXWLRQWLPH).

Each type of service contains a reference to the “typed description”
(6HUYLFH7\SH) under which it is offered to potential recipients of a
service. Regularly working times, breaks and out-times per weekday of
a service provider are registered in the form of block-times (3URYLGHU
2II7LPHV) which indicate the general non-availability of a service provider. Additionally each service provider commits oneself to possible
time intervals in which the system is allowed to schedule the appointments of services – 3URYLGHU$SSRLQWPHQW7LPHV. In addition to these
temporal restrictions personal interests of the human members of the
provider produce limitations as well (/LPLWV and $YDLODEOH6HUYLFH
/LPLWV).
The main benefit of using roles in this system is to have an explicit way
to model the formal tasks and knowledge that are delegated from real
organizational units to their representative agents. Furthermore, such a
structure of domain knowledge allows an incremental development of
the application by adding new roles step by step. In this case study we
don’t want to use the concept of personality of an agent because of the
stability of the agent behaviour in a real application.
7. Conclusion
Roles can act as tools for description and modeling in MAS. They are
determined by the position of the agent within the reflected organization, the ‘personality’ (properties relevant for the interaction) of the
agent and they are specific to the interaction context. Therefore, roles
are inherently heterogeneous over the system, that is, agents may fulfill
different roles depending on the agent they are interacting with. The
roles may even differ towards a single agent, whenever the context of
the interaction changes.
This leads to a localized concept of roles that mimics the specific expectations in terms of behavior and competences of one agent towards
another agent within an interaction situation. Such models are necessary
for planning, cooperation, delegation and sometimes confrontation, as
these acts involve social goals (i.e. goals related to ‘mental states’ of
other agents).

Formal roles allow for generic models of agents with unknown internal
states (beliefs, desires and intentions) that may aid, where communication and observation are insufficient to derive enough information to
predict the dispositions for action.
Usually, roles are seen from the perspective of the whole system, a
stance helpful for the specification of the MAS. However, this external
viewpoint may be inadequate where roles become heterogeneous, as it
is the case in social simulation, hybrid MAS or in MAS with complex
interaction, but limited communication. Here, an internal, localized role
concept cannot only support development and description of the MAS,
but may be vital for cooperative action of agents. In the latter case, roles
become an integral part of the actual implementation of the MAS.
If role adoption is flexible, different modes of interaction become possible between agents. In this case, communication or observation of the
currently active practical roles will have to take place.
Roles that adapt within the course of the interaction history can mirror
learning processes of the agents and allow for dynamic systems that are
more flexible than those with fixed, predefined modes of interaction.
In hybrid MAS, where both human actors and artificial agents are interaction partners, role modeling is typically asymmetric; to maintain
transparency and equality constraints, human users are usually not
modeled beyond their access rights and their interface to the system.
On the other hand, human users need to derive clear, functionally adequate and consistent concepts of the roles played by actively participating components of the MAS to delegate tasks successfully. In social
simulation or technical MAS, these constraints do not apply, and roles
aid the reproduction or specification of interactions that involve social
goals.
Finally, the role concept is highly flexible in designing agents with a
social behaviour where the implementation of sets of rules, ressources
and strategies is variable.
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